The potential energy surfaces of the ground electronic state of rare gas interhalogen van der Waals molecules, Rg-ICl ͑RgϭHe, Ne͒, are calculated at CCSD͑T͒ ͑coupled cluster using single and double excitations with a noniterative perturbation treatment of triple excitations͒ level of theory. Calculations have been performed with specific augmented correlation consistent basis sets for the noble atom ͑Rg͒, supplemented with an additional set of bond functions. For iodine atom a correlation consistent triple zeta valence basis set in conjunction with large-core StuttgartDresden-Bonn relativistic pseudopotential has been employed. The CCSD͑T͒ results predict the existence of three minima on the Rg-ICl potential energy surfaces at collinear ͑Rg-ICl͒, antilinear ͑Rg-ClI͒, and near T-shaped configurations, with the collinear structure to be the lowest one. Bound states calculated from the intermolecular potential surfaces show that zero-order vibrational corrections do not alter the stability of the three structures. Equilibrium intermolecular distances, binding energies, and isomerization barriers are evaluated using the CCSD͑T͒ potentials and compared with previous theoretical and/or experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Weak interactions and intramolecular dynamics in van der Waals ͑vdW͒ complexes, particularly of rare gas atoms with halogen and interhalogen molecules, have attracted strong attention in recent years ͑see recent review Ref. 1 , and references therein͒.
For a long time, pairwise additive potentials have been used for molecular systems, thus transferring the interaction features of separate pairs of atoms into the complex without changes. Such approach could be justified for closed-shell atoms but should be used with caution for open p-shell atoms, like halogens. Recent studies have shown [2] [3] [4] that simple atom-atom potentials can not describe accurately the anisotropy of the potential interaction between rare gas atoms and dihalides ͑e.g., Br 2 and Cl 2 ) in their ground electronic state. In turn, atom-atom potentials are found to be more accurate for the halogens in their excited electronic states 2, 4 for describing general features of the main excitation B←X band. Nevertheless, in most dynamical simulations, e.g., the dissociation of Rg-XY ͑X and Y are for the halogen atoms͒ molecule, atom-atom potential forms have been used widely ͑see the review Ref. 5 , and references therein͒. Such simulations are quite sensitive to fine details in the potential, and therefore, an accurate representation of the interaction energies is very important.
According to experimental findings, two different ͑linear and T-shaped͒ isomers of rare gas-halogen molecule complexes exist on their ground electronic state. On the one hand, the linear form is adopted for Rg-ClF ͑RgϭHe, Ar, Kr͒, [6] [7] [8] Ar-ICl, 9 Ar-I 2 , 10 and Ne-I 2 ͑Refs. 11 and 12͒ complexes. In particular for He-ClF, 6 a fourth-order Møller-Plesset ͑MP4͒ potential surface predicts three minima at energies of Ϫ58.1 cm Ϫ1 ͑linear͒, Ϫ35.2 cm Ϫ1 ͑T-shaped͒, and Ϫ32.3 cm Ϫ1 ͑antilinear͒. The rotation-vibration levels of the MP4 potential have served 6 as a guide for finding the experimental spectra and establish the existence of two relatively isolated minima. On the other hand, T-shaped form was found for He-I 2 , 13 He-ICl and Ne-ICl were inferred to be triangular, however, recent experimental measurements indicate 20,21 the coexistence of linear isomers. Except for the experimental evidence for Ar-I 2 ͑Ref. 10͒ and Ne-I 2 ͑Ref. 11͒ complexes, no noble gas-halogen species was directly observed to have two isomers.
In contrast, ab initio studies predict the existence of linear and T-shaped isomers for several rare gas-halogen molecules. 6, [22] [23] [24] Understanding the origin of these shapes as well as reliable characterization and modeling of the potential energy surface ͑PES͒ for such systems constitute a challenge for experimentalists and theoreticians alike. Recent results 4, 6 confirmed that high level ab initio calculations become accurate enough to provide many features of the potential energy surface according to the experimental observations for such weak van der Waals interactions.
The aim of this study is to present high-level ab initio calculations, and to construct reliable PESs reproducing the available experimental data for the He-ICl and Ne-ICl complexes as regards their dynamics and spectra. Here, we report the first ab initio interaction potentials of the abovementioned clusters. The paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the computational details of our ab initio calculations. In Sec. III, together with the calculated ab initio points, the fuctional form used to represent the PESs is given. Results of bound state calculations, employing the above-mentioned surfaces are discussed and compared with available experimental data. Finally, some conclusions are collected in Sec. IV.
II. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
The potentials are calculated with the spin-restricted single and double excitations coupled cluster method with perturbative triples ͓RCCSD͑T͔͒ correlating only the valence electrons as implemented in the GAUSSIAN 98 package. 25 A Jacobi coordinate system (r,R,) is used in all our calculations. The r, R, and coordinates represent in turn the intramolecular Cl-I distance, the distance from Rg atom to the center of mass of ICl, and the Jacobi angle between the vectors R and r. In this definition ϭ0°denotes the collinear Rg-I-Cl configuration, whereas ϭ180°designates the antilinear Rg-Cl-I geometry.
We use the augmented correlation consistent triple zeta ͑aug-cc-pVTZ͒ basis set for Cl atom. For the Rg atom we use the quintuple zeta ͑aug-cc-pV5Z͒ for the He and the quadruple zeta ͑aug-cc-pVQZ͒ for Ne, supplemented with an additional set (3s3 p2d2 f 1g) of bond functions defined by Cybulski and Toczylowski. 26 The bond functions are placed on the intersection of the vector R and an ellipse that is chosen such that the bond functions are centered at the midpoint of R for the T-shaped geometry and the midpoint between the Rg atom and the nearest halogen atom for the collinear and antilinear configurations of the complex. This procedure prevents the bond functions from getting too close to a halogen atom for small values of R.
For iodine atom we use a relativistic effective core potential. We choose to employ the Stuttgart-Dresden-Bonn ͑SDB͒ large-core energy-consistent pseudopotential 27 in conjunction with a correlation consistent triple zeta ͑SDB-ccpVTZ͒ valence basis set. 28 This basis set is of cc-pVTZ quality and has been optimized for use with the SDB pseudopotential. In all calculations 6d and 10f Cartesian functions are used. Ϫ48.59 To investigate the weak intermolecular interaction we use the standard ab initio supermolecular approach. At a given level of theory, the interaction energy is calculated from
⌬E ͑cm
where E RgICl is the energy of the RgICl supersystem and the E Rg , E ICl are the energies of the nointeracting monomers Rg ͑RgϭHe, Ne͒ and ICl, respectively. The supermolecular basis set superposition error E BSSE is determined with the Boys and Bernardi counterpoise procedure.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Grid and potential energy function
The interaction energies for He-ICl and Ne-ICl are calculated for several intermolecular distances R ranging from Rϭ3 to 11 Å using a grid of equally spaced points of 0.25 Å for the short and intermediate range of R and of 2 Å for the long-range region. The angle is varied between 0°and 180°using nine equally spaced angles by increments of /8 rad and two more angles at values of /2Ϯ/16. In this work, the r distance is kept fixed at the value of 2.321 Å, which represents the equilibrium bond distance of the ICl molecule in its ground state. 30 The results of the CCSD͑T͒ interaction energies are listed in Tables I and II Cl isotopes, l and ĵ are the angular momenta associated with the vectors R and r, respectively, leading to a total angular momenta Ĵ ϭ lϩ ĵ. r e is fixed at the equilibrium I-Cl bond length, and the intermolecular potential for each complex is given by the V(R,) expansion, ͓Eq. 3͔.
For a total angular momenta equal to zero, the corresponding Hamiltonian is represented in a mixed FBR/DVR basis set, for the angular and radial coordinates, respectively. For the angular part we use the orthonormalized Legendre polynomials, ͕P j (cos )͖, and for the R coordinate we use a discrete variable representation ͑DVR͒ basis set based on particle in box eigenfunctions,
where N is the total number of DVR functions, L is the size of the box LϭR max ϪR 0 , and the DVR points in the R coordinate are given by, Here, a basis set of 50 DVR functions is used over the range of R 0 ϭ2 Å to R max ϭ15 Å, and including in the basis set expansion of the ͕P j (cos )͖ channels up to jϭ28.
The bound state calculations reveal that the ground vdW level is at energy Ϫ18.29 and Ϫ76.19 cm Ϫ1 for He-ICl and Ne-ICl, respectively. For He-ICl system the effect of the zero-point oscillation is clearly large since more of the half well-depth is consumed by zero-point energy.
The results of these calculations, in comparison with the available data for the Rg-ICl complexes are summarized in Table IV . In Fig. 3 we present the probability ͉͐⌿͉ 2 dR distributions for the lowest vdW vibrational levels (nϭ0, n ϭ1, and nϭ2) for He-ICl and (nϭ0, nϭ1, nϭ2, and n ϭ3) for the Ne-ICl molecules.
For He-ICl complex the first two excited (nϭ1, 2͒ vdW vibrational levels for Jϭ0 are found at energies of Ϫ15.15 cm Ϫ1 ͑slightly above the isomerization barrier between linear and near T-shaped wells͒ and Ϫ12.33 cm Ϫ1 , respectively. The nϭ0 eigenfunction is localized in the He-ICl well, whereas the nϭ1 and nϭ2 correspond to asymmetric T-shaped and antilinear wells ͓see Figs. 2͑a͒ and 3͑a͔͒ . However, we should note ͓see Fig. 3͑a͔͒ that the nϭ2 wave function, as was expected, extends slightly toward the near T-shaped configurations. Recent experimental studies have characterized the formation of the different ground state isomers 20 and have estimated the binding energies for the linear and T-shaped He-ICl isomers at 20.7 and 16.8 cm Ϫ1 , 21 respectively. These estimates have been made by assigning the experimentally observed transitions from linear or T-shaped ground electronic state isomers to the intermolecular vibrational levels of He ϩ ICl͑B, vЈϭ2) corresponding to the ground stretching vdW mode and with two (n B ϭ2) and zero (n B ϭ0) quanta of bending excitation, respectively, after Waterland et al. 31 The blue shifts of B←X transitions are estimated here employing the CCSD͑T͒ X state potential and one given by Waterland et al. 31 for the B state. The energies of the lowest vdW levels for the X state listed in Table IV 36 suggested that the experimental final rotational distribution for vibrational predissociation of NeICl͑A, vЈϭ23) extends to the highest J allowed by conservation of energy. This leads to larger values of dissociation energy of Ne-ICl in the A and X electronic states than the ones previously estimated. 33 Thus, a higher value of D 0 Ϸ60 cm Ϫ1 has been adopted 34, 36 for the bond energy of Ne-ICl in A state, implying an upper value of D 0 ϭ70Ϯ5 cm Ϫ136 for the dissociation energy of the Ne-ICl ground state. The present CSSD͑T͒ result of D 0 ϭ65.2 cm Ϫ1 is consistent with this experimental estimate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The ab initio PESs for the Rg-ICl(X 1 ⌺) ͑RgϭHe, Ne͒ interaction are calculated at the CCSD͑T͒ level using specific augmented correlation consistent basis sets for chlorine and rare gas atoms, while large-core ͑SDB͒ relativistic pseudopotentials in conjunction with SDB-cc-pVTZ valence basis set are employed for iodine atom.
The first minimum occurs for the collinear geometry Rg-I-Cl and two more local minima are found for near T-shaped and antilinear configurations. The ground vibrational states of the He-ICl and Ne-ICl molecules are localized at collinear geometries. For He-ICl we found dissociation energies of D 21 In turn, the value for the near T-shaped Ne-ICl binding energy is larger than an early experimental estimation 33 but in good accord with later reported experimental values. 34, 36 For the Rg-ICl complexes studied, the present surfaces are the first ab initio ones available and the comparison with experimental data demonstrates the high quality of them. Using these CCSD͑T͒ surfaces, work is in progress to study the dynamics and spectra of the He-ICl and Ne-ICl complexes.
